
Module Number 

Module Name Französisch V (Level B1/B2) 

Contact Person Respective Coordinator of French at the language centre (Zentrum für 
Fremdsprachen) 

Content and Goals of 
the Qualification 

Content: 

- Consolidating and expanding language skills
- Consolidating grammatical structures such as subjonctif,

conditionals, practicing stylistic devices, variétiés linguistiques,
langues régionales, youth language: le verlan, cohesion and
coherence

- Text types: essai, résumé, synthèse, commentaire
- Discussing current topics, expanding vocabulary by using

authentic listening and reading texts

The training is oriented to the B1/B2 language level in the CEF (Common 
European Framework).   

Goals: 

- Comprehension of the main ideas from clear standard language
contexts in familiar situations including professional life, university,
free-time activities, coping with most situations when travelling in
the language area

- Simple and coherent expression referring to familiar topics and
personal areas of interest

- Reporting experiences and events, describing dreams, hopes and
goals, giving reasons and explanations for plans and opinions

Completion of this module corresponds to the B1/B2 language level in the 
CEF (Common European Framework). 

Forms of Teaching The form of teaching involves practical exercises (German: “Übung”= Ü). 
• Ü: Kurs 5 (4 teaching hours)

Prerequisites for 
Participation 

Course 4 Certificate or Placement Test (qualified recommendation) 

Applicability of the 
Module 

Suitable for all courses of studies 

Prerequisites for 
Granting Credit Points 

Successful passing of the module test is the prerequisite for granting credit 
points. 

Module Test A module test consists of a test in which the following is accredited: 
• a 90-minute written test for Kurs 5
The student performance is granted credits if the mark of at least
“sufficient” is reached.

Credit Points and 
Grades / Marks 

4 credit points are granted for the module. The evaluation of the test 
performance and the mark follow the guidelines set in §10 of the testing 
guidelines (Prüfungsordnung). 

Frequency of the Offer The module is offered every semester. 
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Amount of Work  The expected amount of time for a student to complete this module is 120 
hours of work (60 hours in class and 60 hours of self-study). 

Length of the Module The module normally takes one semester to complete. 

 
 


